An Important Question; A More Important
Answer

were in training to be his messengers of salvation. I
imagine there was some silence as the disciples
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thought about their answers. Peter spoke for them,
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prophets and kings were anointed. Remember how
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Israelites misunderstood Messiah to be a conquering
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hero who would overthrow the Roman oppressors
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therefore a dangerous title. Herod and the Israelite

I. The first question the Lord asked was an easy
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understand who he was in order to understand the
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mission and their place in it. He told them the

important what the disciples thought because they

reality: he would be rejected by his own people,

suffer, die but rise. I don’t think the disciples heard
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that last part, so shocked their minds quit working.

into external actions such as feeding the poor, giving

This was another turning point in their journey with

drink to the thirsty, visiting the sick and imprisoned,

the Lord. They had to commit or turn back. In

burying the dead, clothing the naked and giving

fairness to the disciples, the Lord told them what the

shelter to the homeless. These are called the

mission was. They continued to follow although had
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moments of doubt. Like us.

the faith that is within the heart of a follower of
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Christ. The disciples began to realize the reality of

followers of sports teams by the jerseys and hats we

their “job” was different from what they first

wear and the flags on our cars. Fans proudly display

thought. The cost to them would be high, but for the
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Lord, much higher. How we answer the Lord’s

designers. What do fans of Christ do to show their

question determines if we are followers in the good
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times but quit in the tough time and refuse the cross.

medals, crosses and clothes with religious slogans.
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Those are external signs and may be abandoned if
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being a follower becomes too difficult, like a losing
season. More important are the internal signs like a
heart open to the Lord, prayer and reflection on the
Word of God and a sense of respect for the life God

